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Untitled

when home,

i sit and wait for the mail,

and drag my toes through the pool.

each digit askew and

my dog licks the crevices

between my splayed fingers.

the rivers running into my eyes,

off my nose,

onto sandpaper tongues.

so setded, i spin

and twist to find what should be home.

always with my back indented

by raking cement and hot weeds.

in the brown valleys is soar and crawl

'til i pass the grocer with a

twenty

pound

watermelon and a dog chained up out side

the peeling door.
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i could stop and rip the leaves from my hair,

buy a fudgsicle,

tumble on through the tall grass,

the chocolate mud and the tumbling weed.

numb bones feel, faintly, the dents they hit

and, in the road,

chip and widen..

right up to the door with the barking

flies and the

kitchen is

a rack of lamb,

brained mint sauce.

out the door, left,

and rolling, bumping.

stopping where the sticky tire marks

twist.

the snake you wanted to take home

escaped and climbed the prison

fence, cutting your days.
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so you are left with asphalt cracking under

your hard head,

a rhythm of blushing proportions

and laughing coyotes

who know the way to tumble and leave no

mark,

but a spot of blood or piss,

pretty damn near impossible

to avoid the lances or trees,

the spin dry streams

whose haste obscures their sage comments

and strident howls.

still so wet when the time

to break off and

dive approaches.

heart so fast that the dogs shy

from the scene

and lick the dripping grey.

the watermelon ate itself and

the mail arrives.

Hannah Sharpless
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The Day's Mirror

The shoes had been spit shined since his first

day as a salesman. Whatever he sold, no matter

whose pavement, the shoes had always been the

day's mirror. On ones 21st birthday, personal

treats are special and, according to Hank and his

take on things, make for a lot of decisions later

on. When, under the fluorescent light of the shoe

store on Griffin Ave, Hank had seen, and bought,

the brown cow wing tips he'd already made the

decision to walk for the rest of his time. And so

he did, always carrying his case of sample spots

of rouge, brushes and pans, but also the rarer

lamps and carnival glass, and sometimes the

warmth of chocolate or holiday ham.

By selling things so close to home and

pertinent to life, (and in this, Hank took pride) he

found his way into many families and surrounded

himself with the glow of many streets. Down, in

one of the less serene suburbs of Chicago, Hank

wandered with purpose and a steady, callused

hand. Prepared to smile, pitch and hopefully sell,
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his face made the worn out world grand and Aker

Heights the grandest of all. Older women blushed

when they saw the goodness in his face and

bought, unable to help their hearts, a tube of

lipstick that would sit with the others from Hank's

last visit. The women, aged and innocent alike,

secretly anticipated Hank's next visit and won-

dered, prayed to know, whether they would live

for his next sunshine walk. Would they be mar-

ried? Could their children possibly understand the

inexplicable light this man brought to their lives?

Not only the wives and the teenage girls were

transfixed by Hank's gold. The men, too, feigned

disinterest, but covertly examined mundane rugs

just for a glance into the ageless eyes that melted

the asphalt and shone as brightly as the spit shined

shoes.

But this was later. Hank, on his first day,

nervous in his new brown suit and barely scuffed

wing tips, walked down the streets of Aker

Heights, so similar to the streets he would later

walk down in Tulsa, San Anselmo and Dover,

rung the doorbell of each house and conjured up

his winning smile. Several women thanked him
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and then closed the door, sending him off to the

next house where perhaps a mother would buy a

bottle of perfume to pamper herself and hide the

homey, diaper smell.

Stopping to breath, Hank saw a house, white

like many others and graced by a closely shaven

lawn. Without a thought he started up the path,

past the splintered picket fence and knocked on

the screen door that gave in to the gentle pressure

of his fist. From outside, Hank's nose caught the

smell of late morning coffee and stale baby

powder. The radio, drowning out mundane calm

with its empty noise, competed with the playing

shrieks of children sitting at the table with cereal

and spoons before them. Knocking again, this

time on the hard, wood paneling of the house,

Hank received an answer in the form of a face

hung heavy with the strings of responsibility.

Below the eyes, skin slacked around the bone,

pulled by forces that exceeded gravity. The

woman's body, belonging to the face, stood solid

in the door, a round infant draped upon her frame

and the wash cloth, slung over her shoulder,

drooped with the previous night's kitchen grease.
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"Yes?" was the languid, distracted greeting.

"Well ma'am, My name's Hank Swinton. I,

uh, I was wondering if you'd be interested in any

of my useful and fabulous products?. . . You, uh,

you see, I've got everything a beautiful woman

like yourself could care for. The newest colors,

the latest fragrances. All top quality- 1 guarantee.

.

Crossing the corner of Hank's eye, a massive

tabby slid by. Apparently the mutt in the house

didn't miss the feline either and, Just as the

woman moved her hip up and to the left, the dog

shot between the her legs— stealing her balance

and sending the baby flying. Hank's nervous

fingers became deft and swooped to catch the

child mid-air. Crying and screaming, blotchy and

red like fire, she spit up on his new shoes and

commenced to shudder. Discombobulated, Hank

looked towards the floor where her mother was

collecting her pieces and cursing the mangy

canine, who at this point was a block away,

uselessly barking up a tree.

"Uhm, well, are y'all right ma'am? Y'all

right? I got your baby right here- she's a lively
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one, almost took off. Would've if I hadn't caught

her." Hank laughed while his left eye twitched.

"Oh, Mr. Swi. . .Sw. .

."

"Swinton, but I'm really just Hank. Plain and

simple, Hank."

"Well, Hank if you like, but, whatever it is,

thanks for catching Ruthie. You just about saved

her life. I mean. . .you did." The woman had

ceased shaking and a slow, engulfing grin spread

down her body. "You wanna come in, I mean,

come in for some coffee or something. I gotta get

the kids off to school, but that'll just take a

second. Kay?"

"Thanks. That would be nice, if you don't

mind?" Hank tipped his hat and shifted Ruthie so

she straddled his hip.

Noticing the nestled baby, the woman

exclaimed:"Oh, let me take her. Silly me."

Hank and Ruthie seemed to flinch and invol-

untarily drew back. "No, really- 1 can manage."

The woman, in her terry blue slippers,

scuffed into the kitchen and returned, driving a

horde of four young children out the door. She

wiped her forehead against the ruffled apron and
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grimaced, "There, that's just about all of them.

Come on in Hank. I'll scrounge up some coffee,

somewhere. I'm Gladys, by the way. . .My name,

it's Gladys."

"Gladys and Ruthie. Well, hey, I'm some

kinda lucky guy, having coffee with two beautiful

women."

Hank pulled out a chair and began bouncing

Ruthie on his knee and as her eyes observed him,

they tickled his stomach. The coffee that Gladys

put on the table in front of him wisped through

Ruthie's fine black hair. Looking at her round-

ness, Hank saw a little girl, but could imagine her

growing and thought, after catching her, that he

would miss her. And he did.

After ten years of tromping the streets and

waltzing across doorsteps from Indiana to Maine,

Hank found himself selling vacuums back in

good old Aker Heights, Chicago. In the corner of

his mind, he imagined a twelve year old, pig

tailed, freckled and black eyed girl and he paused

outside the white house to let his imagination gel

and become truth as shetumbled out through the

screen door and onto the steps.
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"Ma. I forgot. You hafta make me a tutu for

my recital tomorrow!"

"Tomorrow? Oh, Ruthie, Ruthie. .
." Gladys

appeared at the door, shifting her gaze suddenly

to Hank. He looked straight at her, her flowered

dress and mother's eyes blended into ten years of

fat on her aging skin, but she had her smile,

though it was hidden under agitation. "Can I help

you? Sir, what can I do for. . .oh, it's you, you,

Hank. Ruthie, it's Hank. Hank who saved your

life. Get up, straighten up and say hello. Manners,

young lady, manners .

"

"Ma, come on, Ma," Ruthie tried to sidle

back into the house, awkward in her stork-like

pre-pubescence, but Gladys pushed her forward

and whispered too loudly,

"You can call him Uncle Hank. Go ahead."

"Hey Ruthie, you've sure grown, but don't

worry, I won't pinch your cheeks."

Ruthie turned to her mother with a pout and

then looked back at Hank, "Hello Uncle Hank,

Thank you very much for saving my life." Ruthie

turned back to her mother, waiting for approval.

"Feisty girl you got there Gladys, but aren't
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you going to invite me in? You know, for coffee."

Blushing, Gladys replied, "Oh, right, come

on in. Ruthie, set the table and take the Sara Lee

out of the freezer." Ruthie skulked into the kitchen

while Gladys leaned against the door frame,

"Sorry Hank, but it's that age. I oughta know

considering there were four before her." At this,

she turned and walked into the hallway.

Hank, picking up the doll Ruthie had left on

the chipped brick, rummaged in his bag of tricks

and pulled out several dresses that were flamboy-

ant, sparkling and voluminous, and chose the one

to best fit the slim, dark haired doll who wore a

sacklike dress of cotton. Off came the pink, bag

dress and over the large head and awkward, bent

arms of the disproportionate figure went the new,

electric blue dress with bows and ribbons every-

where.

"Hey, look what I found." Hank said casually,

propping the doll up between the plastic salt and

pepper shakers. Ruthie's eyes lit up and she began

chattering like a radio. Oiled by the feeling of

comfort this Uncle had brought her, almost as

though she could remember being caught,
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headfirst, by this weathered man in worn out

wing tips and his crisp, dark suit, the twelve year

old suddenly began to talk to this "uncle" about

all manner of things. Her mother wouldn't pack

her cupcakes because she couldn'tbrush her teeth

at school. In her dance recital, Laura always got

the best parts because she was prettier, but Ruthie

was better and could leap higher when the class

was imitating deer. Joey Franco, at school, always

put glue in her hair at crafts time and what did that

mean? Her older sister, Beth, was getting married

to the manager of the gas station down on the

highway and he, his name was Chuck, always

brought Ruthie Nestle 's Crunch bars because they

were her favorite. When it rained out, she hated

the way the worms all drowned, so she saved

them, but she never liked to pick them up so she

used her mother's salad tongs. Suddenly Gladys,

who up until this point had been

happy to sit back and smile, jolted upright in her

chair.

"What? "

"I wash them, Ma," retorted the freckled

face which then looked to Hank for support.
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"She's saving lives Gladys. Maybe she'll

be a nurse!" Hank flashed his winning, salesman

smile at Gladys then turned to wink at Ruthie.

"Can Uncle Hank stay for supper Ma? I'll

make it. Uncle Hank, I know how to make maca-

roni real good." Ruthie's eyes were doting and

Hank

responded, saying he loved macaroni and

wouldn't miss a famous bowl of Ruthie 'roni for

the whole world, even if it meant losing a million

sales.

Dinner had the feeling of a real family

floating all about it. The crunchy macaroni tasted

like heaven when Hank looked at Ruthie's beam-

ing face and felt like a father, which was some-

thing he could never be due to his twenty- first

birthday and the wing-tip walking shoes.

Before Hank left that night, after a Sara

Lee Chocolate Mousse Cake and steaming coffee,

Ruthie whispered into Hank's ear that she was

never going

to get married because no one in the whole uni-

verse could be better than her uncle. Hank

laughed, kissed her forehead and slipped a Crunch
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bar into the

pocket of her jumper. Then, giving Gladys a hug,

he warned her to watch that girl because she was

really something. As he felt Ruthie's eyes on his

neck roam her bedroom window, he wondered

how many vacuums he'd sell on Tuesday and,

after that, when he'd see her next.

At forty-five, or a year on either side,

Hank was grey around the muzzle. Where his jaw

had been firm, it was now slack as though his

sculptor's chisel had dulled, but his smile capacity

had stayed large and dependable as had his re-re-

soled wing tips. Since his first visit to Aker

Heights, there had been changes. Sear's aluminum

siding was the house

material of choice and television antennae

crowned the skyline. The cars that slept in the

streets were lower and meaner than the round

beasts that had

prevailed twenty years ago and the smell in the air

was new. Perhaps it was the breath of a busy

kitchen's exhale, but Hank didn't wait to find out.

In wing tips so old they would soon gain the

feathers of an angel, Hank walked up the path,
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passing a fence, now painted blue, and black-eyed

susans, where daisies had once been. The door,

missing its screen, was painted blue as well and a

wreath on the door exuded happy welcome.

Hank's callused finger lit on the door bell and the

face of a Gladys appeared, young and fresh.

"Yes?"

"Hello, well, I'm looking for Ruthie. . .1

guess she'd be about. .
." As Hank counted on his

fingers, the woman at the doorway looked at him

quizzically and then bust out with a grin:

"Uncle Hank? I'm Ruthie, that's me. I

know I look a lot like my Ma did, but it's me,

Ruthie. Well, really Ruth now, I'm twenty-three!"

"I'll be. Well Ruthie, You gonna invite me in. For

a cup of coffee, you know."

Ruthie, blushing in earnest, tugged at her

splotched apron and then laughed and pulled

Hank into the house with her headed off towards

the kitchen to pour the coffee. At Hank's ankle, a

puppy gnawed at a scrap of cow hide from his

shoe and, tiring of that, tussled with a vicious

shoelace. Hank, opening his bag of tricks, pulled

out a milkbone and, suddenly, the dog fell away
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into the corner with its prize. Looking at Gladys'

professional Sear's portrait, Hank jumped when

Ruthie called him into the kitchen.

Beside his cup of coffee sat a little girl, eager

to tell him a her woes and triumphs. Beyond the

coffee, resting on the table was a huge box of

pearl white stationary and matching, scalloped

envelopes and, next to that, yesterday's laundry

waiting to be folded.

"You know Uncle Hank, I'm getting married

this summer to Charles" spurted Ruthie, happily

breaking her ten year old promise, "Charles'

father owns a hardware store in town and for our

honey moon we're going to Niagara Falls. Gladys

and Pop could 've never afforded it, but if she they

were here they'd be ecstatic." Ruthie suddenly

stopped her gushing and cast her eyes down

towards Hank's coffee. "Mama, she passed away

last year. Pneumonia or something. I don't really

remember, try not to and Charles has been simply

wonderful. Ma loved him, she only met him twice

when he was on leave from the military, but she

said plenty of nice things about him after he'd

left. Really."
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"I'm sorry and Congratulations little Ruthie,"

Hank smiled, letting the spoon drip black tears of

coffee. "What else has been happening in Aker

Heights that your uncle should know about?

What's the gossip? How 'bout that girl that

always beat you out in dancing?"

"Laura," Ruthie pealed, "she got married to

some dentist from Chicago and now she's miser-

able (according to her best friend Suzy). She's

always going to these awful mixers filled with

dentist's wives and diaper talk. I wouldn't trade

that for any dancing. But you know, back here I'm

teaching the Sunday school little ones ballet for

their Christmas pageant. And Joey Franco? He

went off to Boston or New York, wanted to be a

rock star and he sure was handsome enough. It all

comes around, doesn't it?"

It does, it certainly does thought Hank look-

ing into the seamless face of the girl who had

once been three feet from an unfortunate death.

"Aren't you going to stay for dinner, Uncle

Hank. I can promise you that the salad tongs are

clean and my pasta won't be crunchy."

"I sure will," Hank's attention settled on his
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bag and, as Ruthie left the room with the laundry,

he took out his Vogue pattern book, studied his

heart and looked in the index, under weddings.

Hannah Sharpless
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summer reading

Ray sat on the back porch where, summer-

times, he and Velma used to rock in the swing and

read the stars. The day she had looked at the sky,

laughed and told Ray, in her leaf-cracking, Patsy

Cline voice:

"I'm not long for this world."

Ray had snorted back and squeezed the chub

between her shoulder blades where he loved her

most. So, the day when she left, he didn't remem-

ber the night or how to read.

On the stove where they had shared the job of

stirring canned corn and in the oven where Velma

had baked her Heinz Ketchup meatloaf, Ray now

waited, with dull eyes, for the ding of the timer

and the emergence of his Stouffer's turkey. Be-

hind his wall of lashes were the stars that shone

that night and behind them was Velma's body on

the linoleum floor and her grin in the oven's

frame.

Cosmologically dyslexic, Ray sat on the

porch for hours, staring at the stars until they
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blurred before him to form the stove. By throw-

ing oranges, from the bowl left by Velma, at the

dark night and sometimes knocking a star loose,

Ray could make out the letter A, but never further

than that before the figures twisted in their mad

dance of the sky. He took to drinking, because it

shortened the nights and muted the brightest star,

and only stopped to read the check-out counter

horoscopes that Velma always bought and kept in

her underwear drawer. Desperately, trying to

match the stars with the words, Ray would run

with dental floss between the shadows of the

moon and map out sectors, creating comma

splices left and right.

When Velma sent her messages, which he was

sure she did, he couldn't understand them, but

would chant them out loud like a Russian would do

Mandarin. Cigarette burns on the swing left by the

sleeping Ray were truly burning phrases that fell

from the sky and failed delivery because of their

intended's illiteracy. Each one scarred and made

the last seem only a scratch until, by trial and error,

Ray discovered Velma's name and the next night his

own.
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Then, side by side, the two appeared religiously

each night and Ray would bow to his knees and, in

his bowing, forgot his studies and failed to learn the

other stars. Engulfed, he lost the function of his joints

and the mobility of his neck, becoming a statue. Had

he looked up he could have seen the shooters searing

the names. Too late. Had he learned his alphabet, he

could have sung his martyred eulogy.

Hannah Sharpless
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Floyd

studies the moon globe

he seems to like the word "obscure" for he

energetically "obs" it from between his lips between

licks at the arid chalk on his fingers.

He jingles the keys in his pockets with his left hand

the one ornamented with the watch whose statement it

not to make a statement without numbers

and his sleeves are rolled up and I

don't listen to what he's saying, but I hear the word

ASTEROIDS and I think of the Jetson's dog

but that's Astro.

What if the planets' rotation slowed down

and Thursday was longer than usual?

The question is interrupting rocks flying

like rabbit-shit-shaped spheres.

Anne Albrecht
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Chanel No. 5

Beautiful.

the soft milk-like complexion of her skin

tarnished with the layers of golden Peach

plastered and streaked like tar.

Out to kill.

Those Bambi eyes

lined with black chalk

and so thick around the lids

the piercing look of a vixen

at twelve years old.

Captivating.

The lips

a pulsating red

throbbing and on the prowl

stalking her prey-

she knows what she wants wearing her five-inch

heels.

Allure.

The scent
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waiting beyond those sensuous earlobes

the bottled fumes of animal sweat

and cat piss,

the 50 dollar drool in a bottle

from Mama's night stand.

An hourglass figure

and her small fingers

that pinch the trimness of her thighs.

And her throat-

the gulp that swallows one pill after another

spewing her empty stomach

into the toilet bowl.

Natural

the tar on the face

the chalk on the eyes

the blood on the lips

the vomit on her tongue

the image in her mirror

Cosmopolitan at 12.

Donna Kaminski
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Plates

I remember thinking that my family had

forgotten to tell stories. Thanksgivings and

Christmases, as I saw it, became nothing more

than cat fights with everyone clawing for that last

piece of turkey and sliding the rest of the food to

the side. And in the middle of all the elbow-

poking, I could always count on those rude Uncle

Henry outbursts; the "So, George, how many

mortgages you got now?" or "Frank, has that roof

of yours fallen down yet?" The words would

rattle off his tongue like the smooth hiss of a

snake laying its venomous bite. He was the most

American of my Polish immigrant family, the I've

got a better accent than the rest ofyou Polacks

man who forgot the tongueless little boy who

came off the boat. Uncle Henry always had the

highest pile of turkey on his plate.

"So, Pauline, you still got those five digits on

your paycheck?" Mr. Henry Big Bucks always
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knew how to bring a lull to a conversation. He

was a smug little six-digit earner, the man who fed

his dog ground beef from the Polish butcher

downtown. 80% Lean Ground Beef for his

Doberman. I don't ever remember Uncle Henry

having hair, he was as bald as Punjab on Annie.

When she was alive, she used to joke about it and

say that he polished it with Mr. Clean. I some-

times wondered whether he was lonely without

her, but it never seemed to affect him. After he

died, he was too busy being Mr. Success Story,

rolling in the green American bills and buying

summer houses on the cape.

My uncle learned a lot about numbers and the

way they work. Everything was a payroll digit,

another possession to put him higher up on the

American ladder. "The more you have, the more

American respect you," he always said. So I

guessed the Americans respected his 20 horse

power garage door opener and his acre of fertil-

ized lawn with Doberman droppings every five

feet.
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My mother began buying two turkeys for

Thanksgiving a few years ago when Uncle

Henry's beerbelly was growing rounder and

rounder. The small children in my family used to

whisper that Uncle Henry must be pregnant. I

told them that he was just a very hungry man. He

led the fight for the turkey and shoveled in as

much food as he could into his mouth and let the

kids fight over the wishbone. No one ever ate the

kielbasa in the corner. Last Thanksgiving, I saw

my uncle's bald head hunched over on the love

seat. No paycheck boasting, no talk about his new

closed-captioned TV, just an aging forty-year old

gazing at the double knot in his shoelaces. I took

a deep breath and walked over to share the love

seat with him. "So, Uncle Henry, how are things

at Ridgewood?" His eyes looked up to stare past

me as if I were a ghost. "Fine," he sighed. No

talk about his new golf cart or the tricks he taught

the Doberman. He left his grin, the gleam of his

teeth back in his five bedroom villa. His body

was like solid silly putty that needed to be probed

for a response, his lips sewed tightly with a

thread. He didn't have any turkey that night.
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It was an empty feeling for me to watch this

firecracker dissolve into smithereens and lose his

brilliant reds, blues and greens. He didn't even

have one last spark on the floor, like most fire-

crackers do. He just wasn't a firecracker any-

more. Just a middle-aged man with no hair and a

fake American accent. "It's kind of pathetic," my

mom said, "to see a man depressed like that. At

forty he should be content with his life and not

look so empty." My uncle started eating kielbasa

after that. Not like the kind they eat in Poland,

but the best American kielbasa we could find in

Garfield, New Jersey.

Donna Kaminski
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The C-Scale

I remember going to mass every morning

with Babci after my mom would go to work.

Babci and I would walk through Mr.

Leszniewski's yard, past Joe's Deli, to the Our

Lady on Sorrows Church. It seemed kinda far,

but I just held on tightly to Babci 's massive hand

and watched the small church on to of the hill get

bigger as we got closer. I listened to Babci 's

rosary jingle in her purse as we walked. She had

a really pretty rosary with shiny crystal beads. I

had always wanted to ask her if I could play with

it, but I knew that if I asked her to take it out,

we'd have to pray each one of those little beads.

It would take forever; I hated having to pray the

rosary.

The stained glass panels of the church scared

me sometimes. There was this one image of a

man with horns stepping on another man. His

eyes were red like Lucifer and his horns pointed

inward like a bull's horns. My Babci said that the

man is just like all the bad people in the world
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who lie, cheat, steal, and don't pray. I didn't want

to be like the man with horns. Sometimes I would

dream about him hiding underneath my bed,

waiting to take me away from mommy and daddy.

I stared at the man too much. My Babci kept

telling me: "Your eyes will turn red like his if you

keep staring."

My Babci always sat in the second row to the

altar, close to God, she said. I would watch her

hands fingering the beads, and the pink of the

crystal peeked at me from between her fingers.

Sometimes Gladys would be there. I liked

Gladys.

Gladys always brought me Jolly Ranchers,

and she let me look through her purse. It smelled

like mothballs and Ben-Gay, but I think all old

people smelled like that. My Babci always

smelled like Ben-Gay too. I would flip through

the wallet pictures of those people I didn't know.

I wanted to ask Gladys once who they were, but

she was always busy with my Babci chanting the

Hail Mary and fingering her black beads. Gladys'
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beads weren't as nice as my Babci's.

I remember when Gladys stopped coming to

church. My Babci explained that she went to the

place where good people go. She showed me the

place on the stained glass. It was blue and white,

and everyone wore these white gowns and had

yellow circles on their heads; there were no

people with horns. I started praying with my

Babci then because there was no one else in the

church. The words were so long and boring. But

I just kneeled down and listened to m voice echo

in the empty church. I hated my voice because it

sounded so low, just like a boy's.

Donna Kaminski
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lines-

I stand behind the rest. We are waiting in line for

something indefinable in my thoughts, shadowed

by the blackness, not of evil or death, but of the

antiquity of my mind, kept in my mother's hope

chest, next to a quilt and 3 thousand mothballs,

taken from the trunk and brushed of dust that

never rested on my leather bound skin, if I were a

book.

And looking at the back of your heads, at the spot

where the hair swirls to meet itself, where the

men, maybe a woman, will go bald like my

grandfather on my mother's side, I think of how

beautiful you are. The roundness of an egg,

maybe an eagle's, or a jay's, or even a shrike's,

perched on your long necks with the sparse hairs,

that someone will brush with the backs of their

fingers with calluses and small hairs of their own.

The line has moved forward, through the maze of

velvet ropes I hadn't noticed before, and I think

for a moment what would I say to my family, if
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life was directed by ushers in a universal cinema,

or by bank tellers, making change for my laundry

of a woolen blanket to keep myself warm on

spring nights (a

cliched season, but with mud my boots as a child

got lost in, and the remains of snow that pebbles,

like pepper on rice, have made their ways to the

top of, and idiot savant dogs have written their

names in). What would I say to my mother if life

was so, directed by purple crushed velvet ropes.

But my friends have picked up their numbers, on

a piece of plastic, half way between those found

in Delis by urbanites and the closest boondocks

equivalent, the red plastic, pierced into the ears of

cows to keep track of the number of head my

grandfather, on my father's side, has. I look for

the sources of my own personal barcode, but I

can't find it.

People have come in behind me so that I am not

last. I find that comforting, but disappointing to

lose my uniqueness. I will not be last, something
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of a title, a specialty, but the old woman, with

arthritis in her knuckles that makes her knitting,

gloves in earth tones popular sometime in the

seventies, look painful, or the man, that quietly

remembers standing in Berlin and smiling at the

tall man with a swastika on his upper arm, will not

mind or notice winning the honor of being last

instead.

It doesn't look like heaven. I am not waiting for a

dead saint to welcome me to a party, but I don't

know what we're all in line for. But during the

delay I realized that I have worshipped the picture

of all your faces, and like a puzzle in a Russian

religious icon I have searched in your portraits for

what I appreciate, but I was never good at acros-

tics or psychotherapy, so I daydream, What time is

it?, an answer.

Maybe it's a kiss, as I have heard you have done,

with someone who was a priest. Is he a saint

now? and I a non-catholic wondering what the

hell I am doing here. Or maybe defrocked, and

will I enjoy this kiss? Will he have shaved, and
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pull with discomfort/pleasure his clerical collar.

Or maybe he have come to stare at the sculpture

of a woman, made of granite or paper. Who

knows? I ask myself should I tap one of you on

the shoulder and ask, but you seem busy. So

maybe I'll wait and enjoy the view and the time to

search through my pockets for some tissues and

used candy wrappers.

Brock Savage
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Passive Voice

Have you ever flown in a dream? They say it's

about sex. I remember the falling, the falling,

constantly falling, with everything else rushing

away,

running from me, so I couldn't meet it, couldn't

see it. Went to play that way.

Falling happens in the pit of a stomach.

The same way I look into a room for you and

hope that every speck of dust will be picked up by

every wind I have ever risen with my arms, and

blind me, so that I won't do it again.

They say that's about sex, too.

At least I don't have a pet snake named Freud.

At least you're Catholic.

I like green eyes, you don't have those.

I like black hair, not even that.

But then again, who can explain nausea.

The same when you were dead once, for a second,

when I forgot you.

I have to go and fly and dream of long-haired

blondes I don't like.

Thank you for stopping the world. I'm coming in
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Brock Savage
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Athena, who doubts pain, and the

Preacher

on the road to Athens

she met a soul traveler,

a hitchhiker in name,

wise and dirty, he

washed his feet

in the rush hour rain.

they spent the afternoon

sowing pine needles in their hair,

and the evening

with a light spirit of blood.

they walked the ice,

and found they could talk without speak

ing.

she told of her father,

and the strobe of memories

that haunted her: the chair,

the vase, the window,

and the vowed to stay.
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but the soul traveler

in his silver suit

soon went on his way,

and Athena

was still struggling

in her strange womb

and, rage.
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Iron Crosses

seven days, and you're in Ipswich

a camera slung around your neck

and a small Bible in your jacket pocket,

it's hard to breathe in the rain,

you notice,

and you slip on wet leaves

like white patent leather shoes

the soles as smooth as an 1892

buffalo nickel four slave shacks

queue up on dry plains

like your grandmother's gently rotting teeth.

photographs slowly emerge from your fingers

the grainy black and white engraving

the american flag

the liberty bell

and the handcuffs.

fences lean against themselves

- they get sullen when they're drunk.

and the iron crosses would spread their arms

in prayer to the white god who loved them.

Eireann
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Gloucester's hanukkah

early light anna asleep light sheets

cold grey light salt and the smell of pasta and

cold wood

creaking softly under uncovered feet.

old oil and wine paper all over like a Chinese

holiday.

all lines seemed to point toward the sun

by the sea the sun looks now the way in will

look in a hundred years-

a grey fingerprint

greyer than the sky

and the sand whiter

nighttime-

candles are lit

and a prayer is sung.

Eireann
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Untitled

Your clothes— they fascinate me!

They wrap you up so neatly,

as if they were skin.

Your bare chest must bristle with wiry hairs

like the ones that creep slyly down your forearms,

which would bend stubbornly beneath my touch

and prick my soft fingers like quills.

But your chest is a white shirt-front and tie,

and occasionally a blazer,

like the one you wore in summer

while I perspired in the heat,

despising the dampness of my cheeks and

chest

as if my pores leaked some venomous fluid.

The first time I saw you,

I was rigidly aware of my body.

all of the parts broadcasted as "woman" parts

seemed to roll forward,

as if I'd suddenly become a portrait of Venus:

thighs- - two burnished columns of white flesh
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curving upwards into a stomach,

flat as a tide pool in the still dawn.

Above it hung breasts-,

two gleaming orbs

solitary as planets without a solar system.

Full, heavy, aching

—

almost swollen, like overripe fruit.

I felt so large and out-of-place.

(You looked at me like I was out of place.)

I looked at you wanting to undress you

—

to peel away your skin

and beat your flesh with my tired fingers.

To rake streaks of flaming pink across your

scalp.

To rape you of objectivity.

To impregnate you with passion.

But I merely watched you

meticulously tearing down monuments

as you built them,

contentedly cutting the world into pieces.

Once though, I frightened you.

I tortured you in some galaxy,
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which we were sucked into by accident,

and you orbited me with twitching hands

which you jammed against my temples,

as you barked into my twitching eyes.

You seemed to want to ravish me

in the coldness of the void between

out interpretations of Nothingness

—

to flay me of the madness

etched into my skin.

("BUT I CANT HELP YOU")

Your own eyes twitched like ponds in winter.

Your cheeks pricked with heat in their cool-

ness.

You grew virile in your impotence.

Now I notice everything in you

—

the snarl in your curling, wine-red lips,

the stagger in your stance,

(what do you carry that makes you bend sol)

the veins within your hands which curve

into a harsh, blue labyrinth.

Whatever stirs beneath your skin

stirs me into gasping

—
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"I'LL SUCK YOU DRY!"

Heath Cabot
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Untitled

Have I told you of your eyes at sunrise,

that flicker in the abundance

of riches pouring out onto

the ground before your feet,

crushing your toes

with the weight that I prescribed

—

why do you not cry out?

I'm a robber— have I told you?

I pick the pockets of the poor.

My tired hands lurk beneath the feet

of every crowd,

ready to reach upwards

—

to grasp Nothing

greedily.

I pierce everything with my sharp fingers.

I bleed you,

sucking like a leech sucks

upon your flesh— adhering to it.

I cradle you,

like I cradle darkness at daybreak,
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enshrouding it in the cloak of my skin.

I absorb you,

like I absorb the ocean.

It seeps smoothly into me,

diffuses into my cells.

I leave a yawning desert,

where the sea once groaned.

But my Self totters about me,

a wavering, illusory blind thing.

I, reeling, my head adrift in some distant tide,

dash it against the coals.

Like my toes, when I smash them

into a rigid, yet receding wall.

Like a ship

thrown against the rocks of a shore

which to the helmsman seemed receding,

as it darkened

into a dark horizon.

It splinters, breaks apart,

as if it had never sailed.

It descends into the currents of a strangeness

which comforts me.

Countless glittering fragments
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fall from the sands

into the sea.

They won't come together.

Like molecules of wax and water,

they cannot bond— they will not bind

for the sake of separateness.

I guzzled your words as if they were water,

and my throat was parching with thirst.

They passed through my kidneys

into my blood,

and you and I have been sifted

into one dark, purple fluid.

You're dissecting me now

from the inside out,

dissolving my guts

—

bleed me of this poison!

Puncture me with your long fingers.

Slip your hands in beneath my ribcage;

part my flesh like you would part

the Red Sea,

and search for the You in Me.

With enough groping you'll find it.
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It's changed somewhat.

My system ate away at it

like it ate away at me

—

but I'm sure you'll use it.

anyway, you're better off with yourself

than nothing at all.

Heath Cabot
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Tiirnips

In shrine to myfamiliar

ohfond one

open your arms and homage,

to prevent the exodus on another child

She would rather be a fetus than an angel

any day,

not to mention flying with a big bird

versus the birth canal.

From the dark caverns ofmemory

and empty spaces

Sometimes she dreams

the sun swallows up the earth

and her brother is afraid the turnips he ate

are catching fire.

It would be frightening

if it weren't for the frustrated grasshoppers.

she knows they're angry

because their wings are hot.
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from the jaws of skylines turned to flame

in these darkened halls

So many the sky goes black

with beating wings.

ring the echoes ofempty souls

Before she was wrong,

she thought dreams took place in the world

of water reflections

a tendency to blur with interruption.

Now she awakes wishing she could be

as transient as ghosts,

on dimensional as paper.

To drift about and moan

In reverence to an innocent stripped naked

relieve your arms of heavy burden

not to mention disenchantment.

Wishing baby teeth were used as bricks in fairy castles

instead of gathering dust in bathroom drawers.
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someone hears her whisper

and is waiting. Reby S. Walsh
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Roped and Tied

(In memory of Sean Gothier)

You picked me up in your car

and we drove to Bob's Breakfast House

and you said to order anything I wanted

on your dad's credit card,

that you were later arrested for.

You dyed your hair green

and then told me that my outfit was outra-

geous.

I kissed you on the mouth,

my hand at the sugared back of your neck.

That mouth now has a tongue running out of

it,

purple and swollen, like an erection.

Your neck burned and chaffed,

encircled with a red halo

from the rope you tied round it

and tacked to the ceiling,

like a picture ripped out of a magazine.

What were you thinking about
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the hour before?

Did you think about me

wearing my small, black shorts

like a witch or a hip-hop dancer,

when you fixed the antique pin

my father gave me for Christmas?

Did you think about the time

you told me you had a crush on me?

Did I want to go somewhere with you,

sometime, at a later date, maybe?

Don't forget, Sean, we have a later date.

How could you take the death

that I wanted for so long,

the one I woke up screaming for,

in the middle on the night?

Like a bird trapped in the blood valve of my

heart;

crushed and bloody.

Stuck, not able to squeeze out,

killing me in the process, blocking my breath.

Its wing bent back and broken-

only its head and shoulder tips peeking through,

slick with fluid.
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My throat contracting,

my eyes swelling out of their sockets,

sticking to your back every time you walk by

me,

the same way you looked,

when you kicked away the chair.

Liza Klaussmann
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Thursday

Today my thighs feel weak

Today I feel flimsy

Today I thought you were sick.

I tried sitting in the rain

on the curb, head in hands,

but it was too perfect,

and I moved.

I was scared walking home because

the night air was warm an virulent.

I think I might collapse.

I think my legs might fold

swiftly; Til fall

like a shot animal,

a dead horse in the dust.

Today I bought you presents

only now it wouldn't be right

to give them to you. Candy,

because I thought you were sick,

but you're not, I see you driving

away after locking the door, I see you
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driving away, and I pound

on the car window in the rain.

Hillary Chute
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little blue heart

she draws little blue hearts on paper

and thinks she's having flashbacks,

she curls up in bed and pulls the cover

over her face.

There's a mean carnival inside her head.

Horses screaming on their carousel

baring their reflective white teeth

from behind over-stretched gums.

They kick children off

their decorated backs

and stamp their painted hooves...

The sickly thin echo

floats in and out

of the wet curves of her brain

where he sits perched,

in this twisted

sort of glory

straining her mind
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embedded in all the

slick pink stuff.

More fucking stubborn

than any time-honored wall.

Nothing gives

so she climbs the fat ladder

into her cotton-candy head

gets inside her mind

banging and banging

against the gummy ceilings with her hammer

but he will not fall off his chair

Hillary Chute
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The Facts

The men in the city go around and around,

but in my house we go steadily down.

The train whistle's still a daily sound;

the commuters go, though the year goes

brown,

but in my house we turn with the year:

the fall into winter is a chilling affair,

and, though business passes by so near,

our business is in doubt and fear.

The train whistles shrilly in the night air, lest

we forget the commuters going home to rest,

the men in the office face a standard test,

but in my house we wallow in our unique

mess.

I have taken to walking the tracks,

in the hope that this will help me accept the

facts.

The Fiction

In my kitchen we have an old wood stove,
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an antique that burns very black.

It is the heart of us: in cold weather we love

to be huddled there, that warm block

of iron such a comfort against the chill

outside and the train whistle every

hour, going to the city on a rail

that runs unchanging. But when I

walk on the railroad tracks they go

nowhere, lost in a stretch of New England

salt marsh, miles of grey tide-flow

and withered grass at fall's end.

Here is the fiction beneath the facts:

we struggle forward by falling back.

Colin DeYoung
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Wooden Knees

Off with your sports coat

And wool-blended trousers,

Get into your gym shorts and

show me your knees.

I saw them as a child,

Those tenuous hinges.

You'd take me outside

On a warm summer night

And we'd go hit the ball with

Our big wooden knees.

I see them each day,

Those leathery drums

With cartilage and ligaments,

And strange indentations.

Savoring life so intentionally,

We'd go running in the fields

With our big wooden knees.

You smiled and said

That we'd play there forever

And pretend we were horses

(With great clunky knees.)
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I always though that

We'd gallop together,

My father, my friend,

Pm feeling you've strayed

From our tender grass meadows,

And our big wooden knees.

I was your princess,

Your joy and your laughter,

A girl who was happy with

Watching your knees.

You cover them up now

With pleated wool trousers and

Socks from Brooks Brothers,

Double-stitched at the toes.

Now what is left is

To watch my own creakers

—

White fibrous molds built of

Plaster of Paris

Which are quite like your own

Only new and undamaged,

Canvasses on which

I shall paint my own gashes.

Danielle
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Pearl

Short-changed and sideways

a neurotic goldfish throws you a look

as you retrieve your last clean tube-top

from the doorknob.

Lou Reed playing out some darling window

I

Visigoth baby buggies

call you out

like bugs to honey.

Gift-wrapped and showboat

"you'll never get a man that way,

dearie"

you want the pricks of your heels

to make holes in

the pavement,

the cracked cement your own

unsewn honor.

Wire-rimmed and two-tone

Dior sunglasses
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liberated

from mommy's dresser

like so many earrings and

nail-files

guard you from stray glances

as you maneuver the econo-size package of Huggies

out to the sidewalk.

You used to call it a five-finger discount.

Slack-jawed and pouty

in front of the Cineplex,

you curl a leg up against the wall

as you lean,

shifting your elbows

—"you've got to show them

what they're paying for"

—

and practicing your winks.

Dotting your i's and

crossing your t's.

Toss-haired and knock-kneed

like some Rockwell painting,

some candy-shop schoolgirl,

some strawberry-locked tourniquet,
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you pay for your own drinks

and don't hesitate to

let the necktie

pay for his.

Shitfaced and black-eyed

in an alley,

your cheap mascara

a gridlock of charred capillaries,

you ask

for the same problems

you had

at five.

But there are no more sprinklers,

no more green-and-blue afghans,

only stares.

No more sand-peppered seashells,

only spitde.

No more wall-eyed, singing loverboys

pitching pebbles

at your window,

only cheapskates and switchblades.
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No more swingset,

No more tuna fish-on-white bread,

No more pale-faced rocking-horse,

only public toilets.

only grit.

only coathangers.

No more taste,

no more sparks, no more tenderness,

no more orgasms,

no more hiding in the closet,

no more dancing no more crushes no

diving-board

shenanigans,

no more salvation.

Zip-locked and stool-pigeon

in your pilgrimage

to the windowshade-blocked

neon-sign kitchen,

you dice the carrots and

grin while you

lick the sweet tendrils

of icing from
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his birthday candles.

Amos Barclay
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picture

Frog's in his swimming trunks

with every word of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence

stenciled across the nylon

—

"It's like wearing a wet newspaper."

He leans against a swollen juniper

—bits of his doused hair catching rays

of the mid-July sunshine of delinquency

—

and gives a toothy grin of pause. In front of him

there's a gnarled, plow-shaped root that

escapes the trunk and

threatens his forward stride,

a fifties street tough with a cigarette in his mouth

having mastered that eye-watering Bogart

dangle,

he picks up stones to skip at us

and coyly fashions a crude bow and arrows

from a young sapling

and some sticks.

We chow mangos,

twinkies, sunflower seeds,

and dig rub-on fake tattoos
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out of Cracker Jack boxes.

A foreign jukebox in the cabin

sends Ricky Nelson's "Lonely Town"

and there's a feigned surprise from

the lot of us

to the knowledge that the damn thing

still worked.

Amos
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Hot Stuff

There are all of seventeen cracks

between you

and the corner.

There is a dated material inside your hollowed

out handlebar:

unfilled prescriptions, rubber checks in old

peoples' handwriting,

hairballs, Joe Louis' autograph.

You pedal slow like a dying pinball hero

All the fire hydrants are important

—as are the elms

—

But you don't know why.

As the crowded street watches, you stand up

I

pretend you are

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

But that only makes you fall off your bicycle.

You are exceptionally warm in a general store.

You must find rice

pilaf.

"Where is the rice pilaf?"

"Nice shoes," says a man in a bean-frock coat.
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You do not think that is funny.

The laugh-track disagrees with you. So do two

social workers

wielding bags.

"I suspect that you shall be departing for

Lavonia,

Georgia, within a

fortnight," says one, and hands you a

sandwich. You put the

sandwich into your breast pocket. It is

greasy and makes a stain.

"You are not unlike a tiny little kitten who has

lost his/her respective paw-glove, and to

whom is...um...um...you are poop,"

declares the other, and winks knowingly at

the first.

You must find rice pilaf. You try fighting fire

with fire:

"I need to find rice pilaf in order to become a

more static character," you offer, thinking you

are

pretty hot stuff.

'UmiUlMllMllUillll," answers the first.

'Tffffffffff," adds the other, helpfully.
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"Meh-meh-meh-meh-meh-eh."

You are stumped. They are cooler than you.

The laugh-track decides unanimously to

become

your escape car.

"Hop in," calls Aunt Vicki.

Amos Barclay
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Colored Girl

Lost.

Can't be Classified.

A Black girl with a hint of Spanish.

Lost.

Torn in two.

Cross to 108th street-

Spanish Harlem

Bodegas and fotografi places.

Spanish barbers

and Porto-Rican Rum.

Cross to 125th street-

Black Harlem.

The other side.

A Black jibarita-

Salsa...my proof.

Willie Colon. ..my idol.

My quick feet...my pass.

A Black jibarita.
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Lost.

No Willie.

No Salsa.

The Blues.

Billie Holiday.

Archie Shepp.

The Sax and my Niggah tempah.

The sounds.

Lost.

Poetry...

my thank-you,

my love for you.. .take it.

Lost...

in a world of rights and wrongs,

in a world of "Niggahs" and "Spies",

in a world of lies and truths,

in a world where You are superior.

Lost, but Found.

By a woman so strong.

By a woman who cried like I cried.

By a Black beauty.
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A Black Queen.

"I found god in myself and I loved her.

I Loved her fiercely."

Adayna Gonzalez
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Shaky Legs

She sits. The blood seeps from her open

calluses like holy rivers, and yet still she sits in

front of the blood-streaked instrument that has left

her this way. It wasn't always like this. There

was a time when alone was a dirty word; she

would especially never be alone here. There was

always the company of men or music, never both.

Even now she could hear the chatter, the empty

banter as admirers and fellow musician friends

alike tried to woo her into their beds and their

hearts. She could still see herself succumbing to

their wishes, "a powerful woman who needs to be

dominated," they called her. She saw herself

playing the piano when she was drunk, showing

off on the keys with a hot face and a warm belly.

Yet now the piano only resonated the word, the

feeling, the sense of being that is "alone". There

was a time when the clear black tabletop gloss and

the juxtaposition of black upon white gave her

great joy, and sometimes it did even in this part of

her life. More often, though, she simply huddled

there like now, staring at the polished ebony and
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ivory keys, pondering the elephant pain that went

into each piano.

But on this day, the white is but a creamy flesh

tone and the black is faded to some photographic

shade of grey. The Pledge finish dulled long ago.

The fine manuscripts not only of her work, but the

manuscripts of famous composers that she used to

collect are long gone, sold for money to buy a

daughter's wedding dress, a grandson's sports car.

Two artifacts breathe still in the cavernous room

as she waits away her time there, expectant even

though the strings are rusted and broken, the

pedals pushing nothing. On the easel she imag-

ines some luscious text from another time, an

operatic aria, maybe, or a wonderful Beethoven

Sonata. Valiant through the pains of her dripping

fingers, she bangs away at the dead keys, stomp-

ing on the floor, shaking the fragile wood frame,

once sturdy. One. two. one two. accelerando,

forte, fortissimo, but only her wheezing and the

grating old metal sounds fill the space like a jar of

nothing. She bites her tongue in two as the keys

remain silent though her fingers slam faster and

the legs give way as the piano body crushes her.
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Between gasping breaths, she tries to give a

final ounce of her musical blood to a world not

hers. She breathes in to sing but nothing comes

out.

Joanna Slimmer
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Below My Hands

His cheek was flushed from pressing against

the towel-covered massage bed. The coarse black

curls of stray hair and the unevenly pigmented

skin of his back moved over the flesh beneath.

My fingers worked over the pock-marks and the

blackish purple moles of this man who comes to

my salon religiously every week, addicted to my

touch. The side fat of his paunch melted over the

white cover towel that he always ties too tightly

around his waist. My diligent thumbs circulated

around a knot, and I lit another incense wand to

shield my nostrils from the putrid smell of this

man's work feet inside his tight, sweaty socks.

The rich perfumy smoke permeated the heavy air

as I patted his back and woke him at the end of his

30 minute session.

My next customer was a woman I had never

done before. A Boston Ballet dancer here for a

few weeks visiting her sister who lives on River-

side Ave. She shyly undressed and wrapped the

drier-warmed towel around her slender figure.

The sweet almond oil made her back glow,
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smooth and wet in the candlelight. A faint blush

appeared on her translucent peach skin where I

relaxed her muscles, her petite waist stretched

taught where my hands curved around her side. I

watched her eyelids flutter open and closed as she

struggled against the relaxation overcoming her.

My thoughts wandered back to the man who was

in earlier. I thought of his skin, and the shape of

his body and then looked down at the woman

below my hands- so much more beautiful, so

much more attractive. I noticed my fingers were

lingering around those soft spots on her sides

where her breasts melted gently into her back. I

moved in closer to the center of her back and

started working between each rib with my thumbs

and rotating the skin above with my fingers. She

sighed in her light sleep and I thought again how

touching her skin was different than touching any

one else's. My finger tips tingled like they used to

when I first got married and used to massage him

every night. My hands guided themselves down-

ward to the small of her back, continuing the

routine massage while I watched the wispy golden

hairs cover the nape of her neck. I wished I could
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smooth them down with my palms the way moth-

ers with warm kisses wash frowns from babies'

foreheads.

I asked her if I could remove her towel to

continue the massage, my voice wavering sofdy.

Hoping she wouldn't be one of those prudent

clients who turned their noses up in disgust when I

asked that question, nervousness forced me to

look away from her. I glanced back at her face in

relief as she smiled and joked that she was in my

hands. I loved the way she spoke, as if each word

was a delicious morsel to be tasted, and savored.

The corner of her hazel eye was glassy with sleep

tears of relaxation when she raised her head to

look back at me. The words echoed whispering

inside my ears as I slowly pulled the towel, warm

with the heat of her body, away from her. Again I

let my hands go on automatic, allowing myself

glimpses of the curves of her waits, breasts,

shoulders, neck and even the small, intricate

designs of her ear. I wanted to touch the satin of

her tight abdomen, to rub it and release the tension

that dancers hold in their center of gravity like a

sphere of protection and pride.
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I wanted to make her vulnerable like I was

feeling as my fingertips dipped down the side of

her hips almost between the table and her skin.

The movement was so small at first that I wasn't

sure what she was doing. Slowly, as I worked her

hips, she was lifting them, deeply breathing in-

inviting my fingers further underneath. Gingerly I

let my fingertips find their own path. My index

fingers circled lightly over the front of her pelvic

bones and I realized I wasn't massaging any more.

She sighed with a tiny exhale and with fear and

joy I caressed with just two fingers this woman I

hardly knew.

Tenderly I replaced the towel, and went on

with the inner and outer thigh massage, pausing

briefly at the end to ask her if there was anything

that I missed. Smiling, the petite woman shook

her head "no". She took a long time to dress, and

from the look in her eye, I could see her reluc-

tance to leave the table.

"Thank you. ..this was really beautiful. I feel

new and refreshed and- you must be so tired from

doing this all day..."she said while rolling her

shoulders and twisting her waist, like a child
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trying out a new toy.

"You know it's funny, you're the only person

who's ever thought to say that I might be tired

after a session...and you are also the first person in

a long time whom I've actually enjoyed massag-

ing. Honestly, it's been a while since touching

another person felt like more than just a job..." I

looked her straight in her eyes and confirmed the

strange bond that I felt growing between us. I

wanted to thank her for letting me experience that

again, but I think it was something she already

understood- from the moment she lifted herself to

let me caress her.

After she left, I wandered into the main room

and around the empty salon in a dream-like state.

Passing the manicure station, the big, swivel

chairs and the wall-hair dryers, I ran my hands

along the instruments I had bought but never used

or enjoyed. I flicked the switch for one of the

lighted mirrors and stared at my reflection long

and hard for the first time in months. The small

wrinkles and freckles of age just beginning to

show here and there. Touching my face, I realized

my skin was softer and more supple than most of
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the skin I had touched all day. My fingers traced

the outline of my rounded nose and full pink lips.

I felt with both hands the sides of my soft neck,

remembering the first few nights after my husband

left me and I tried to touch and please myself,

crying the whole time. Cupping my chin in both

hands, I stared deep into my own eyes, searching

for the passion that once encompassed my whole

being in moments of climax. I was ready to break

free from the glass box of isolation that I created

for myself so long ago- to keep out the pain and

control the yearning. Watching it rise and cleave

the rust from my soul, the passion revived me

from the dormancy, the emotionless sleep I had

been forcing on myself for these last few years-

that kept me from really feeling and touching

though I massaged all day. Caressing my skin, I

no longer wished my hands were his; I didn't want

to duplicate his same rough kneading of my body

as I had tried in anguish to copy so many times

before. I unbuttoned the first three buttons and

pulled my shirt down over my shoulders. I gently

tickled the skin with my fingertips, lightly caress-

ing and scratching until the goosebumps rose up
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all over my back, tingling my spine, i can still

feel, i'm still alive and i won't waste my life

mourning over the old hurts. The silent affirma-

tion whispered inside my heart and I slid my shirt

back up, buttoning it closed. The reflection of my

own eyes was no longer clouded with pain, the

new clearness and fullness haunting my mind

even after I flicked off the last light switch and

locked the door behind me.

Sachita Shah
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The Day-GIo Cafe

He sits beside me on this rotting plank,

He sits,

Pools and beds of water and grass surround us.

The threads of time are now stagnant

As the muted sun in the sky comes to a halt.

The sweltering heat of July.

With boxcar after boxcar, the tracks extend,

The waning colors of a background,

the brown of the Earth,

the red of the flame,

the blue of the jay,

and the green of the mother.

We watch it

As it silently appears before us and our time.

"We're on this time."

All aboard,

The streaks of cobalt, a long slash of crimson

Dashed with white,

Like when you take your hand to an oil painting,

And smear it.

A blur of firs,
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Of rainbow trout and ivory,

Blur, blur, blur.

The decrepit boxcar with straw on the floor is

Red,

Rusting, we lie as the passage becomes famil-

iar

And the train with its wheels strike a key on the rails...

To the town where

Old ladies play mah-jong, or is it bridge?

And you find yourself sitting in a mint green room.

Watching the angst-filled trees outside

Violently shaking off their rice paper leaves,

Yellow against that black and blue sky.

They've been rehearsing for this all year long,

Just for this two minute show at the Palace,

With the whistle from the train for context

and the flowers that have wilted at their feet.

Albert Lee
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Emilio Mozo

Sr. Mozo is a Spanish teacher here at

Phillips Academy, so you may not know him if

you have not taken Spanish. He was on sabbatical

last year, so this may be your first chance to be

introduced to one of the most talented faculty

authors, from outside the English Department, no

less.

Sr. Mozo has experienced a variety of

cultures. He was born in Camaguey, Cuba in

1941. He left the country in 1958, just before

Fidel Castro came to power, and moved to

Canada. Sr. Mozo attended Sir George Williams

College and later McGill University while in

Canada. He later pursued his studies at

Middlebury College, earning a doctorate degree in

Language. The World Academy of Arts and

Culture awarded him an honorary degree in

Literature.

At the invitation of universities and other

institutions, Sr. Mozo has traveled to Europe and
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Asia. He has had poetry or short fiction published

in Argentina, Canada, Spain, Mexico and the U.S.
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Pastillas Valda

por Emilio Mozo

Papa estaba de viaje. Por lo menos eso es lo

que decia mama. Nosotros spenas subsistfamos.

Resulto que nuestro abuelo que tenia negocios,

casas y dinero (al parecer) nos comenz6 a pasar

una pension de siete pesos semanales, para

ayudarnos creia yo -y no para humillarnos- que era

la teoria de mama. -Yo alii no voy aunque me

muera de hambre-. Era lo que decia ella, testaruda

y orgullosa. Estoy seguro que nos hubieramos

muerto de hambre si no fuera por mi, el mas

atrevido del grupo, o por lo menos asi parecia.

Uno de los tres hermanos tenia que ir a recoger los

siete pesos. <Pero cual? Mi hermano mayor era

igualito a mama, orgulloso y cabezon. El menor

no sabia ni cruzar la calle, pero tambien se negaba

a hacer el peregrinaje, siguiendole la corriente a

mama. Todos los viernes, la misma vaina, nadie

queria ir y a mi siempre me tocaba el peregrinaje a

la oficina del abuelo.

Lo que no sabian ellos es que a mi me gustaba ir
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donde el abuelo. Me gustaba el, siempre

pulcramente vestido. Mi abuelo que olfa bien, su

olor dulce, a "colonia", su despacho, con el gran

escritorio en el centro cubierto por un vidrio bajo

el cual descansaban fotos y recortes de periodicos

de los Heroes de la Independencia. Siempre me

recibi6 bien. Me daba un beso. Me ordenaba que

me sentara e indigaba, aparentemente interesado,

por la situaci6n familiar. Siempre era igual y era

esa rutina lo que mas placer me causaba. Al final

de la sesi6n, sacaba de una de las gavetas una

cajita de metal redonda y la destapaba. Dentro yo

podia ver unas pastillitas diminutas color

esmeralda cubiertas de un azucar cristalizada, que

fulguraba como diamantes. El momento fue

siempre magico para mi. Yo siempre tomaba una

con la punta de mis diminutos dedos. Abuelo

siempre decfa -Coge otra-. Entonces, yo me metia

una en la boca y me resultaba muy amarga.

Despues me daba un misterioso sobre bianco que

al parecer contenia los siete pesos. A veces

tambien me daba diez centavos, entonces yo me

iba al Parquebar y allf, parado entre los hombres,

me comia un bocadito, demorando la vuelta a casa
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lo m£s posible. -Tendre que hacer milagros-. Era

lo que mamd siempre decfa al recibir el sobre de

mis manos.

Una vez, por desgracia me enferme. Mi

hermano tuvo que ir a reganadientes, pero desde

ese dia nos disputamos la visita a la oficina del

abuelo.
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Pastillas Valda

by Emilio Mozo

translation by Eli Kao

Dad was away on a trip. At least, that's what

mom said. We were barely getting by. So it

happened that our grandfather, who had busi-

ness, houses and money, started passing on

seven pesos weekly in support, to help us, I

thought, not to humiliate us, as was mom's

theory. "I won't go there even if I die of hun-

ger". That was what she said, stubborn and

proud. I'm sure that we would have died of

hunger if it weren't for me, the most daring of

the group, or at least so it seemed. One of the

three brothers needed to go to collect the seven

pesos. But which? My older brother was the

same as mom, proud and big-headed. My

younger brother didn't even know how to cross

the street, but he also refused to make the

pilgrimage, following the example of mom.

Every Friday, it was the same thing, nobody

wanted to go and I would take it upon myself to
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make the pilgrimage to grandfather's office.

What they never knew is that I liked to go to

grandfather's. I liked him, always neatly

dressed. My grandfather that smelled good, his

sweet scent, of "cologne", his office, with the

grand desk in the center, covered with glass

under which rested photos and clippings of the

Heroes of Independence from newspapers. He

always welcomed me. He would give me a kiss.

He would tell me to sit and then inquire, looking

interested, about the family, it was always the

same, and it was that routine that gave me the

most pleasure. At the end of my visit, he would

take from one of the drawers a round metal tin

and open it. Inside I could see some little

pastilles 1
, emerald-colored and covered in sugar

crystals that sparkled like diamonds. That

moment was always magic for me. I would take

one with the tips of my small fingers. Grandfa-

ther would say, "Take another." So I'd put one

in my mouth and it would be bitter. After that

he would give me a mysterious white envelope

1
pastilles, arpasdJJasin^ani^h, are small hardcandles.
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that I suppose contained the seven pesos. Occa-

sionally, he would give me ten centavos, and I

would go to the Park Snack Bar and there,

stopped in between the men, I would have a bite

to eat, delaying the return home as much as

possible. "I will have to work miracles". This

was what mom would always say when she

received the envelope from my hands.

One time, through misfortune I got sick. My

brother was reluctant when he saw he needed to

go, but from that day we would argue over the

visit to grandfather's office.
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